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Abstract: Fintech sector has witnessed incredible growth in India with the government promoting digital and cashless transactions along with the penetration of smartphones and internet connectivity in the country. Online reviews and customer opinions play a key role in the choice of Fintech apps among users. The customers compare the services of these service providers based on online reviews and ratings to finalize their choice. Fintech companies use this data to improve their customer experience. In this paper we attempt to provide useful insights into the customer sentiments towards Fintech apps in India by using a text mining approach. By analyzing customer opinions and reviews, we attempt to understand the acceptance of the services provided by the Fintech companies in India. We have used sentiment analysis to classify positive, negative and neutral reviews to understand the user sentiment towards Fintech apps. We also put forward suggestions to address the gaps in the services provided by these Fintech companies based on our analysis and findings.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With a population of more than 1.3 billion people, India is on the move with a disruptive alliance of Finance and Technology. This alliance, Fintech, is primarily a combination of technology in finance that offers financial solutions to the customers. From beginning its operations in the banking industry, the Fintech sector has witnessed incredible growth, extending its wings to the insurance and asset management sectors. Over the years, there has been a significant growth in the Indian digital payments sector. Security and convenience are the key factors adopted by the Fintech companies. The exponential growth in the number of smartphone users in the country has resulted in an increase in the number of online payments with more and more customers adopting digital means of financial transactions.

The FinTech system in India is no longer categorized as just ‘emerging.’ It has been rapidly growing, driven by the innovative approach adopted by the Fintech companies. FinTech applications are playing a facilitator role in assisting the financial businesses in the country. The extent of FinTech applications comprises both the financial service improvement and financial management assistance. Web-based technologies have propelled FinTech applications to a complicated and integrated operating environment, consisting of online transactions, data tracking, real-time services, merchandise frauds, communication quality management, market predictions, and decision-making support [1]. Fintech companies have employed advanced and innovative technologies like Data Mining, Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence for analyzing customer behaviour and patterns. In this paper we attempt to provide useful insights into the customer sentiments towards Fintech apps in India by using a text mining approach and thereby providing an understanding about the acceptance of the Fintech services in our country.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The incredible development of online and social media reviews has driven the formation of text analytics to understand and solve problems in real time. Sentiment analysis is one of the most common text analytic applications. Customer satisfaction and behaviour has become one of the most common research areas in advertising and user-oriented studies after being checked as a key determinant of competitive market performance [2].

As the fintech market is growing, it also has been exposed to many threats like privacy issues, frauds and transaction failure. Thakur et al (2014) concluded that perceived risk has a negative effect on usage intention and service providers should adopt legal and technological structures to ensure payment security and need to continuously improve mechanisms for ensuring the integrity of personal information [3]. Lee et al (2016) studied the effect of privacy concerns on resistance to use fintech apps [4]. Kim et al (2016) suggested that usefulness, ease of use and credibility had an effect on intention to use such fin tech apps [5]. All these major research points that privacy concerns obstruct intention to use and hence service providers must concentrate on gaining customer trust and satisfaction for continuous growth [6].

Kadihiwal et al. (2007) had defined security methods that can be applied to mobile payments according to type and summarized security properties like authorization, authentication, integrity, confidentiality etc. that fintech apps must possess in order to achieve customer satisfaction and following research were in line to these findings [7]. Earlier Linck et al. (2006) proposed a security guideline in line with customer expectation by surveying and questioning mobile payment security issues from the customer’s viewpoint [8].

Zhou et al. (2013) concluded that service quality affected user’s trust on the services provided and system quality affected customer satisfaction [9][10][11].
Kang (2018) compared Fintech payment infrastructure and other payment services and showed the relationship between them and organized the requirements that mobile Fintech payment services should have. Also, the study analyzed and categorized security challenges that mobile Fintech payment services face by suggesting the requirements for it [12].

In spite of such profound research, fintech service providers find it difficult to achieve higher levels of customer satisfaction. Customers often complain about failed or struck transactions, delays in refund for such failed transactions, lack of offers or falsified offer promises by service providers, fraudulent activities and more importantly lack of customer support for issue redressal.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The study has been carried out in two phases. In phase I, we have collected the online customer reviews, feedbacks and opinions. These data were obtained for ten leading Fintech services in India. In phase II, the data collected is processed for a detailed analysis with the help of a text mining software application. A web-based application is used for the text analysis in this study. The software application generates a cluster of words which specifies the frequency of each important keyword in the textual data. From the word cluster, most repeated words are identified. The features available in the text mining tool offers an insight about the context where these common words are used, thereby helping to identify the correlations among such key words. Valid insights are derived on the mutual dependence of these words. The analysis also helps in identifying positive and negative sentiments towards a particular application. Frequency analysis, sentiment analysis and polarity has been carried out as part of this study.

IV. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Sentiment analysis was carried out by sorting the online customer reviews into three categories: positive, neutral and negative. The number of each type of reviews and its corresponding percentages were noted. The following table shows the results obtained from the analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Review</th>
<th>Number of Reviews</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>47.43 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>11.21 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>41.36 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>100 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A word cluster is generated for the most recurring words. A frequency table of the same is shown below in Table 2. In order to identify the gap in the services provided by the Fintech companies the context of each word is evaluated for all the terms listed in Table 2.
A subsequent analysis of the context was performed to offer an idea about the service quality attributes that are viewed positive or negative by the customers. A detailed analysis of the word ‘app’ is performed since the word was the most frequently occurring one with 85 appearances in the dataset. The word appeared in certain contexts like “This app gives more offer and cash back for user which makes it different from other app”, “I’m using this phone pe app from Nov 2017 this app is never disappointed me” “I personally say you that I am totally depended on this app for all my transaction” etc. Generally, people are found to have mixed reviews about Fintech apps in India. The word ‘App’ has both positive and negative reactions. A common view emerging from the analysis is that people tend to concentrate on the features of the app and offers each app provides. They compare apps based on the unique features and offers each app provides. The reviews mainly focus on the seamless experience the app provides across various services it offers.

The next keyword taken for analysis was “Good”. The word made its appearance 47 times in the dataset. Some of the context are “Its layout is good and its blue color ui is good for eyes”, “The cash back offer is good but I didn't like the redeem option. Due to cash back amount can't be withdrawal into bank account it only uses for recharging the mobile number”, “Phone Pe a really good app for low budgeted people” etc. On scrutinizing the reviews, the customers are found to be generally satisfied with at least one feature of the app. People also compare different apps by pointing out the features they find ‘good’. It also implies the usage of multiple applications by a single user. It was also observed that positive reviews were significantly higher than negative reviews where the word ‘good’ appeared in the reviews. The words that are used by the customers to explain their positivity towards the apps are “good app for low budgeted people”, “this app is so useful, good offer and service”, “This app service so good” etc.

The next important word and one of the most important service quality attributes to measure is “bank” (and “banking”). The word “bank” appeared 44 times and some of the contexts in which the word appeared were; “Secure platform of online banking easily”, “very useful to transfer of funds from one bank to another”, “cashless banking transaction”,” “Seriously very easy to create your upi edits very useful to transfer money from registered bank account to any other bank account” etc. On detailed scrutiny it is inferred that most of the reviewers were positive about the time reduced and easiness the apps put forward compared to traditional banking transactions. Transactions they could do anywhere and anytime with less effort are mentioned in most of the reviews. An attempt to streamline processes for reducing the time taken to extend services in these apps are important for customer satisfaction and positive usage.

The other word which is repeated is “money”. This word appeared 43 times in the reviews. The different contexts used for this word are as follows: “So helpful to share money TEZ”, “money transfer is very fast”, “good and reliable for money transfer”, etc. From these reviews, it was observed that about most people felt the money transaction became easier, apart from some who were concerned about the failure in some transaction and money refund, which is nominal from the sample. An area of strategic focus is constant improvement and effective responsiveness to correct the technical glitches.

The words like “best”, “service”, “payment” and “transfer” explains the attributes concentrated by the users of the app. These words explain the purpose of the usage. Analysis of contexts related to these words provided a picture that the users always look for the features in Fintech services based on the requirements. Hence customer satisfaction will be based on the easiness of transaction, improved features and availability of technical support.

V. CONCLUSION

We propose suggestions and recommendations on the basis of text mining done on the customer reviews and opinions to address the gaps in the services provided by the Fintech companies in India. The study recommends Fintech companies to focus on developing simple and user-friendly design and layout which could minimise complications in navigating through the numerous features provided in the app. Hassle free navigation experience for a customer will result in a positive experience and positive reviews and recommendations for the application. A major area of concern is the perceived level of security of the apps. Words like money, bank etc. are found in the list of most frequent terms. The customers associate terms like “easy”, “useful”, “secure”, “reliable”, etc. to the transactions they initiate through the apps. Hence, the focus of Fintech service providers should be on providing a secure and reliable platform for online transactions without compromising on the user friendliness and simplicity of the interface.

VI. LIMITATIONS AND DIRECTION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The data used in this study pertains to free opinions and reviews shared by customers or users of Fintech services. Hence the study has a good validity. But at the same time the study is not exempted from limitations. A better classification of the opinions and reviews based on demographic factors could help in identifying the variations in the perceptions of the customers on service quality attributes. But collecting the demographic data would require a different data collection approach which is beyond the scope of the current work. But such an attempt would definitely help in strategically identifying the attributes of importance for different segments of users and it would significantly help the Fintech companies in positioning themselves better among the competitors. A study in such a direction could be considered for future research.
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